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Essential Skills for the Administrative Professional: 
 

PRESENTATION SKILLS 

While the content of presentations will vary depending on your role, industry, level of seniority and the 

organisational strategies and goals you work to, presentations tend to be delivered with one of these 

purposes in mind: 
 

Informational:   
To present information e.g. ensure that employees are aware of certain policies, procedures. No action is 
required from the audience.  Information needs to be presented in a manageable, compelling way. 

Instructional:   
Action is required from those you are presenting to. The presentation is specific in detail and broken down 
into memorable, actionable steps. Extra documents and resources are given to be drawn on afterwards. 

Persuasive:   
To convince others to join a project or put forward an idea. These presentations usually require 
comparative data, considerable visual representations and very compelling delivery. 

Inspiring:   
Messages are poignant and lasting. They are accompanied by an engaging delivery to make a true impact on 
the audience. They need to move or inspire people to action. 

IMPROVING YOUR PRESENTATION SKILLS 
Your presentation skills will improve every time you do it, and your confidence will grow too. Tips for your next presentation: 

 

Research: 
 

Know the content or information you 
are delivering, your audience, anticipate 

their concerns and questions and 
understand the environment or space 

you are presenting in. Tailor your 
presentation to these elements to 

strengthen it. 

Practice, practice, practice: 
 

Ask friends, family or colleagues to 
listen to your presentation, inviting 

questions and feedback. In the absence 
of an audience, use a mirror. Focus on 

delivering your words at a manageable 
pace, breathing deeply to keep calm and 
regular eye contact with your audience. 

Arrive early: 
 

This allows you time to set up the 
equipment, read through your notes 

and take some calming deep breaths. If 
you are rushing between meetings and 
are not able to arrive early, take a few 
quick minutes to relax and set yourself 

in the moment.  

Weave in stories: 
 

Include stories and anecdotes in your 
presentation to ensure it is unique, 

engaging and relevant. Draw on your 
own experiences, use a colleague’s 

story or on something published and 
well-known, stories help personalise 

the factual content and make it 
memorable. 

Do not leave it to PowerPoint: 
 

If you are bringing slides, less is more. 
Keep the graphs and charts simple, use 
them to summarise points rather than 

explain them in detail. Pictures can be a 
powerful way to reinforce your key 

messages, but make sure they do not 
distract from your key messages. 

Be gracious: 
 

Be polite, considerate and patient with 
your audience, no matter what their 

size or seniority, and always thank them 
for their time and attention at the 
conclusion of your presentation. 

 

Most employees will be called on to present at some point in their career, whether it is explaining a report in a weekly team 

meeting or proposing a new business model to board members. Use these tips to ensure that you are confident and ready, and 

that you use every presentation as an opportunity to enhance your skills. 


